THE MEETING WITH THE 'MISSI DOMINICI
revelation.  When, from the reports of the modern
psychical researches, we know that an ordinary soul can
recollect the pre-existence, it is no wonder that, at the very
sight of a house, then a heap of ruins, Vijaykrishna should
distinctly remember where he had lived and slept with
two other Sannyasins in his previous birth.
Vijaykrishna derived great spiritual pleasure from the
association of the Sannyasins at Gaya, but no draught
could completely slake his thirst. At last, when his anguish
rose to a climax, the long-awaited Guru appeared. One
day Vijaykrishna met on a hill-top a mighty Yogin whose
entire frame was iridiscent with an invigorating effulgence.
He was no other than Brahmananda Paramahamsaji.
He had hailed from the Manas Lake in the Himalayas to
initiate his beloved disciple into Yoga-Sadhana. "I am
He Whom thou seekest!'' Even in his first meeting, a
great spiritual light entered Vijaykrishna's soul. The
following morning Vijaykrishna went hot-foot to him, and
Paramahamsaji lovingly elapsed him and at once initiated
him. After the initiation, Vijaykrishna sank into a
Samadhi which lasted for eleven days. The silent deeps
of his subconscious life were stirred, the Sattva element,
so predominant in him, became purified to the uttermost
by a mere touch of the Missi Dominici. It was not
"Hysteria Magna with a high temperature." It was the
first onslaught of light upon the receiving system.
Brahmananda Paramahamsaji was a mighty Yogin,
and such Yogins are very rare phenomena even in India,
the land of Yoga. The wonderful power of such Yogins
can bring about the total subversion of the universe, if
they only take it into their heads to make use of it in that
direction. This dynamic spirituality is as fearsome, as
some of the wildest forces of Nature, and Modem Science,
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